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HELLO!
LET’S
MEET...
Brian Tam
Captain, Suspension Geometry Analyst, Driver
2020 Season

About myself
My interests in cars began when I was small. Almost all my toys
and games back then were about cars. I watched books only about
cars to learn more about them. During high school, I am glad to
have the chance to volunteer in Hong Kong ePrix, as well as to visit
the pits in Macau Grand Prix. At that time, it was the first time for
me to be such close to real race cars, which made me set my goals
to study mechanical engineering after high school.

Why did you join the racing team?
After finishing the public exams, I discovered that there was a
university formula student racing team in the Hong Kong
Polytechnic University, which was also the first e-formula team in
Hong Kong. At that time, I didn’t expect that there were students
forming a racing car team in Hong Kong where there was no
automotive industry. As a fans to cars, without a second thought, I
applied to PolyU and to the racing team.

Things learnt from the team
Back then when I was a member, both responsibility and time
management are essential. I had to urge myself to finish the tasks in
order not to slow down the overall progress of the team, and at the
same time manage my study. In 2020, our team have been going
through difficulties and obstacles. As the captain, I had to work
closely with our management division to set detailed planning and
work distribution, design different emergency plans. We had to find
solutions once we encounter problems.

What’s special about the team?
Previously most members were local students, but recently more
and more foreign students enrolled into the team. We have to speak
English during meetings and write English in most documents.
During competition, our management division had to use both
English and Chinese to communicate with teammates and officials.
Sometimes it is a bit awkward when members from other student
teams wanted to chat with our foreign members, but they couldn’t
understand each other.

Any words to your fellow juniors?
I hope that everyone enjoys their times with the team. At the same
time, I wish everyone can equip themselves to face future
challenges. Chances favours only the prepared mind. I hope that
the team can keep making progress and be the pride of Hong Kong!
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Michael Ng
Operating Director,
Suspension Structural Designer, Driver
2020 Season
Work in the racing team
It is the third year since I joined the team. In
the past, mostly I was responsible to the design
and manufacture of the suspension system,
including the draft of suspension geometry, the
design of suspension parts, the assembly of
suspension system etc. In this year, I had the
honour to be promoted to the position of
Operating Director in the team. Duties include
management in events and finance etc. It is
challenging to me because my tasks would then
be extended from engineering to management,
but I am happy to accept it, as for me a
challenging job can help the overall
improvement of my skills.

Daily life
The situation in this year is special. Most of the
time I exchanged ideas and thoughts with
teammates after I finished my part of work.
Also, we used online video conference software
a lot this year to hold meetings. Apart from
tasks from the team, there were also course
works that I had to finish. The workload of
final year project was rather heavy, it could
only be done in collaboration with teammates,
to which I am very grateful.

TEAM UPDATE
AUG

Chassis Painting
Resumption of Work in Garage
Manufacturing of Aero-Package
2020 Season Team Phototaking

SEP

New Storage Space for HKF-03E
Library Exhibition by OWS
Painted Chassis Arriving Garage
Installation of Suspension System onto Chassis
Finish of Powertrain Dyno Testing

OCT

Panel Meeting with 2021 Season Members
Electrical Parts Manufacturing
Configuration of Battery Management System
Car Livery Design
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